ARM Holdings : Portfolio Report
Introduction
Arm Holdings is a leading semiconductor company that designs
microprocessors, physical intellectual property (IP) and related technology and
software. Headquartered in Cambridgeshire, U.K., the company develops and
licenses technology that forms the core of many digital electronic devices such
as smartphones, servers and sensor-based products. [1]
ARM’s strength is its patent assets. The company makes significant investment
in its research and development (R&D) efforts to build mobile processor core
and system designs, and licenses or sells them to electronics and system
companies. [2]
In 2016, SoftBank Group took over Arm Holdings to address the Internet of
Things (IoT) space. As a part of its IoT strategy, Arm has made several
acquisitions, the most recent one being the acquisition of Treasure Data. This
comes as a part of the company’s plan to launch a new connectivity and data
management software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform. [3]
Being a company that relies heavily on its intellectual assets, Arm boasts of an
interesting patent and technology portfolio. This report analyses the patent
assets held by Arm Holdings and provides insights into various aspects of the
overall portfolio.
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Technologies
Digital Data Processing
Static Memory
Image Data Processing
Data Transmission
Pulse Techniques
Electric Elements - Semiconductor Devices
Measurement - Electric & Magnetic Variables
Pictorial Communication
Displays (Circuits)

# Applications
3812
584
427
380
323
244
204
155
133

Sub-technologies
Program Control Unit
Accessing, Addressing or Allocating Within Memory Systems
Error Detection or Correction and Monitoring Computing Systems
Interconnection, Information Transfer Between, Memories, I/O
Devices or CPUs
Data Security and Security of Computers And Components
Digital Computers and Data Processing Devices
Other Data Processing Equipment
Arithmetic Operations, Asynchronous Digital Pipeline
Function Specific Digital Computer
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1995
1033
701
536
420
367
365
356
324
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FC Assignee
INTEL
IBM
QUALCOMM
SAMSUNG
FREESCALE
APPLE
FUJITSU
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
RENESAS
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# Applications
484
473
364
341
177
160
157
144
126
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Click here
To set up your Relecura account

Disclaimer
This document is provided for information purposes only and the contents hereof are subject to change without
notice. This document, including the information and analysis and any opinion or recommendation, is neither
legal advice nor intended for investment purposes. This document is not warranted to be error-free, nor subject
to any other warranties or conditions, whether expressed orally or implied in law, including implied warranties
and conditions of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Relecura Inc. specifically disclaims any
liability with respect to this document and no contractual obligations are formed either directly or indirectly by
this document.

About Relecura
Relecura is a full-stack cognitive cloud platform that provides custom intelligence and reports on patent
portfolios, technologies and companies. It does this by capturing and organizing the knowledge from various
document repositories (patents, scientific literature) and subject matter experts in a flexible and collaborative
manner, into a knowledge-base.
Relecura offers IP analytics tools and a custom enterprise platform to corporations, law firms, IP services firms,
R&D organizations and academic institutions. The enterprise platform integrates the discovery and analysis of
public documents with internal company documents. Relecura also has an API to help create custom tools for IP
and business intelligence.
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Introduction
Relecura’s Taxonomy delivers comparative insights on patents across multiple company portfolios or
different time periods – all in the matter of a few steps. This makes it particularly suited to generate
competitive insights and growth trends for different sub-categories within the technology domain of
interest.
We have created a few such analytics snapshots comparing the patent assets held by ARM Holdings with
its competitors in the CPU and GPU space (Table 1), as well as comparing ARM’s portfolio to those of a
couple of large players, i.e. Intel and Qualcomm (Table 2).
Table 3 once again compares ARM’s portfolio in its various categories to those of its competitors in the
GPU and CPU space, the difference being that we focus only on the high-quality patents in each of the
portfolios.
Finally, in Table 4 we look at growth trends year-wise in each of the ARM’s portfolio categories in the
2012-2017 period, and compare them to the trends in all of the patents published year-wise in the same
period.
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Table 1. ARM Holdings vs. Competitors (GPU/CPU)
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Table 2. ARM Holdings vs. Large Players (Intel, Qualcomm)
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Table 3. ARM Holdings vs. Competitors (GPU/CPU) – High-quality Patents
We have devised a proprietary patent quality rating that ranks each patent out of five, which we call the
‘Relecura Star Rating’ of the patent. It is a composite metric based on the findings of studies to determine
the characteristics of valuable patents. Patents which score three or more based on this ranking are
deemed to be of high-quality.
We have restricted the patents of various companies show below to those with a “Relecura Star Rating”
of three or more.
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Table 4. ARM Holdings vs. Overall – Year-wise Comparison of Patents Published
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Contact Us
Do get in touch with us with your specific needs related to intelligence and decision support on all matters
related to technology and its business impact. We will figure the best way to address your needs with an
appropriate combination of our technology and reports. We offer a range of tailored solutions and flexible
engagement models.
info@relecura.com
+1 510 675 0222
www.twitter.com/relecura
www.linkedin.com/company/relecura

About Relecura
Relecura is a full-stack cognitive cloud platform that provides custom intelligence and reports on patent
portfolios, technologies and companies. It does this by capturing and organizing the knowledge from
various document repositories (patents, scientific literature) and subject matter experts in a flexible and
collaborative manner, into a knowledge-base.

Relecura offers IP analytics tools and a custom enterprise platform to corporations, law firms, IP services
firms, R&D organizations and academic institutions. The enterprise platform integrates the discovery and
analysis of public documents with internal company documents. Relecura also has an API to help create
custom tools for IP and business intelligence. For more details visit www.relecura.com.
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